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The Birkhoff interpolation problem [I] discussed here is the problem ol 
finding a polynomial P,,(x) =~ Cl:. (, aICx’:!k! which satisfies conditions 
P~~‘(.Ui) ( ,: (l’,l I). (1.1) 
The incidence ruatris E =- (e,,<)i’l.r ;i~,, is an 111 A (n -: 1) matrix with precisely 
(17 4 I) ones; X == (sr ,..., . ),! Y ) is a set of distinct knots; c‘,, are the data. 
The matrix E is regular, if problem (I .1) has a unique solution for each 
selection of the set X (and of data ciJ. This happens if and only if the deter- 
minant D,(X) of the system (I. 1) never vanishes. One distinguishes order- 
regularit~~ (or simply regularity), when the xi are real and subject to the 
conditions x1 c ... c .Y,,, and real (or con~ple.~) regularit)‘, when the x, 
are arbitrary distinct real (or complex) numbers. If the determinant DC(X) 
vanishes for some X, the matrix E is singufar: it is strongly singular when X 
is real and the determinant changes sign. 
The Polya functions of F‘ are defined by 
If 
M(k) ’ k ~’ I. h CL.... II -- I, (1.3) 
E is called a Pd1j.a matrix: it is a Birkhqfl’matri.u if the stronger condition is 
satisfied: 
!\/I,. k ~7. 2. 1, o,.... /I ~~ I. (1.4) 
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If E is a P6lya matrix. there exists ;I finest vertical decomposition of E 
into Pblya matrices: 
E -- : E, /r, ‘. :;j E‘ : (1.5) 
it is called the camnical ~ecunqositiom of E. It consists of Birkhoff matrices. 
:lnd matrices with one column. 
One of the important toois in the investigation of regularity is the 
coalescence of rows of E. introduced by Karlin and Karon [3] and studied 
further by Lorentz and Zeller [7] and Lorentz [4] (see also [.5, 61). In this paper 
we want to put this method on a broad basis, which allows multiple coales- 
cence (Section 3). A central role is played here by the associativity of multiple 
coalescence. This holds for the coalescence of matrices (formula (3.1.2)), 
but not for their determinants. Using this fact. we obtain new criteria of 
singularity (Theorems 2. 3). In particular, we find a new phenomenon: 
‘Three rows of a matrix “can be so bad” that the matrix is singular for all 
possible variations of the remaining rows. 
2.1. In what follows, r~l(li) will always denote a nonnegativ-e function 
with integral values. defined for k O...., II. We use />I,, interchangeably 
with /II( and denote by M(k) 2 MI: the sum of 111, .5{(k) :-= xF=,, l?l(/). 
Let ,q. G always denote functions of this type with 0 1 s(/i) .’ I, k = 0 . . . . . 17. 
For :t given 177. we define the function 171”(k) : - mi.(’ with values 0 or 1 by 
induction. We put 177,) ” m_ I if and onlv if UZ,~ :. I. If 1777” and hence M1” are 
known for / -. O..... k, we define n7)tLl 1 if and only if M,, , --- M,.” y 1. 
It is clear that /II” satisfies t~b.0 : fili.. , hence :M,,” MJ, . 1, y 0.. . . . II. 
Another \\ay to define the function 77P is as follows. Let 
/Pi i “.( c/77,, ..-- I) L !77, - I) “’ Ill{, 1 ~..- I)., -;- 177,; . x- o..... II. 
(3.1.1) 
Then 177,,” I if and only if IL,, .: 1. indeed. from the definition of )I+‘, 
( II; - ;I’!,0 , ~~ 1 ) ~- li!;, , ‘!/,, .l;r,j I /ill,” : lil, , 
= .\I,.. 1 ~- Al,,“. k o..... II. 
(2.1.2) 
From this we obtain the relation 
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For I< 0 thib is immediate. and in general follows by induction. usin: 
(2. t .2). 
Here is ;I corollary of thih: 
Let 0 11, II. and M(r7,) M”(t7,). Then pn, “l,,, . and for iI ii’, . 
I”/ (... (/ii,,, I) “. J”i i I ) /ii,, 
This means that in our case, p,, . IJI~,(~ for I, IIL can he cnmputed by lilCili?\ 
of the values of iiz,, in the interval II, /i Il. 
LEMhlA I. tbr u,fiii7ctiot7 G with 0 .X:(i) I. /et G(l) M,(I) !M,(/). 
fh? also G(I) !W,“(f) -i- M,(f). I o,.... I?. 
Proo/. The inequlility In question is cert;rinly true for I 0. ,Asdlmc rhat 
it holds for I 0 ____. k. If t~7~~)(l~ : I) I. then G(k -:. I) G‘(k) I 
M,“(k) --!- M,(k) .~ I .MLI,“(X -I-- I) -I- M,(li ~. I). If, on the other hand 
172,Yli 1) 0, then !M,(/i I) M,“(k) and 
G(X I) ,M,(X I ) !M,(I\ I ) M,“(k) 2l,(f, I i 
The ffwffifw~iot7 of ;I I‘unction /if is defined to be it Function g. 5atist)lng 
0 #I\) I. G’(A) .M(li ). A o.....,;. (2.1.4) 
for which G(k) is largest possible for each X. 
This follows from the lemma by taking- M, M. Iv, 0. 
We obtain now: 
( M, ‘~ icl,)” ( iM1” ;- M,)” (M,” ) M,U)“. (2. I .5) 
AS a corollary we have the “associativity formula” 
((Ad, 7. !\I,)” :- ,bf:l)” (!21, -; (M, .M:,)~)” (M, -; .M, 2i,:)“. 
(Tl.6) 
2.2. For a function tlt(/\) 1771, , I, O,.... 17. with nonnegative 
integral values. we define the cot$Ccie~f o/ collisiotz 
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The relation .X(M) : 0 means that I/Z = 19, or that 0 :.. nlk : I. The 
function M is in collision, a(M) T 1, if and only if for some k, Mk ;~, J/I,‘, 
or, equivalently, if and only if for some k, 1~1~ 2. 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. One Itas 
PI-OOJ By (2.2. I ) and Proposition 2, 
2.3. An important property which a function M may have is the 
inequality 
(This implies, in particular. HI,, :.- 1.) 
If /MM, y II -j I, then (*) is equivalent to the “P6lya property” MA: 2: k -;- I, 
k 7 O,..., II ~ I. In this case, in (2.1.1) we have pA = MA - k, and conse- 
quently mko = I, k : 1 0 ,.... n. 
If for some 0 .-; 1~~ < II, Cj:, “I = 11 ~ /11 T 1, then by subtraction we 
obtain that the restriction of m to the interval [0, n, -. I] satisfies (-\. 
Let M be a function with the property (*), and let ?)zI,. ‘.: 1 for some 
0: kc: II. The shifi /, ---+ X- -I- 1 transforms M into the function R AM, 
given by I%?,; -= M,; - 1, @, = M, , 1% k. (In Section 3, we shall adopt a 
slightly different definition of a shift of a row in a matrix.) 
Obviously. if G, 5:: M, , then also G, :: MI Therefore .@” M”. and 
from (22.1) we obtain 
.I( ,i?) 1 ‘I(M) ~ I. (23.1) 
It can happen that x(M) 3~ n(M). but most important for us will ‘be the 
rwhchg shifts. for which n(M) :m= :Y(M) I. or. equivalently. %” VI ‘1. 
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A function M. with ,u( M) . . 0, which satisfies (:I) has reducing shifts. There 
are k for which n?,, I‘- 2, and ciearlp 1~ + i, !- 1 is ;I reducing shift. 
A multiple shift fl” of order (3 is a product of p shifts: -4 ;l, ‘.’ A,:, 
If I-: /’ \ Y(.@‘). then ‘7 is in collision: 1(~4;24) 0. On the other hand. 
if/3 U( ,I1 ). then fl”M is without collision if and only if each fl, is reducing. 
One can take the /I, to be of the special kind described above. 
PKoPosr r10”\ 4. f/ IlIe ~I/nC~lio/7 !\,I .M/i.S/K~S ( ‘). fllrr? !i/,, 21 “’ ill Nddiriol?. . 
A4 ,, I .11:), /or crlcl~ 11, ll.ifll t/w /“‘opt”‘f~‘ tlrar .A1 sati.~/icJ.Y ( * ) n;; [O, 17,). 
Proc?f. To M in [O, r?,] 1%~ apply one of the “special shifts” 1’1 (I” f /Y 1. 
w1th HE,, 2). Then I,lM .- ,V will also satisfy (*) in [0, n,]. We have only 
to show that x?, “li / 17, .- /c. But since tll,, .> :! and Cl:’ ~1, 11, - x- I. 
we have the required inequality. 
Obviously .&7,, M,, ‘To I? we again apply a hpecial shift in [0, /I,]. 
and so on. until ‘we get d level function in this interval: after this, we apply 
special shifts in [II, !. ~1. As ;L result. we get ,Ll,,(t~,) M(t1, ). 
2.4. We have even more: 
the sum actually being equal to II .- /I, ~I- I. Thus xi:, I /jzl II II, 
'11 w , ‘. I. But since M satisfies (*). we have 112,~~ - I. It follows from this 
that :%1 satisfies (*) also on [0, n, I]. and by Proposition 4. ,M,,, , r14:;, , 
Thus. by an earlier remark. No,” and Z;“, I< _ : 11, may be computed from the 
function I/I,, on [/I~ , II]. Since this function satisfies the P6lya condition. we 
have rn,” 1 . Ii 111 . m,.” I. ii 171 . iFl'?(1, _m 0. If M is replaced by M. 
the diiferencc M,. <IF,,” will not change for i .-c /I, . and can only increase 
if k .. 17, The shift ‘4. is not reducing. This establishes our result. 
A specinl shift of a function n4, is also a special shift for A!, ML 
Hence WC obtain: 
2.5. A function M is decon~posahle. 
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if there are intervals [O, k,],..., [k,-, + I. kJ, k, t/ with the property that 
each of the restrictions ;cl, of M to the corresponding interval. has 
property (*): 
; i/?(l) ,,.; k,, - k I, k,, , -: Ii .’ h-,{ , X I...., p. 
i -i, 
(2.5.2) 
A reducing shift of M does not cross any of the points I<, . We 
have therefore 
M” M,” 1:: ” Qi M,,“. (25.3) 
and consequently 
3. COALESCENCE OF MATRKIS 
3.1. In Section 3, we shall disregard the order of’ rows of matrices. 
Only when dealing with determinants in Section 4, will this order be e:jsential. 
Let E be an 171 :d (II -;- 1) matrix which is a horizontal submatrix of a 
Polya matrix with (n -~ 1) ones. Equivalently, we assume that the Polya 
functions HZ(~). M(k) of E satisfy condition (*). The c~~J~.scet~t~ oft:‘ 10 we 
/Y,IH’ ,$I,-nz is the one row matrix E” with functions /x”. M”. Further. let 
E =z 15~ u & be a decomposition of E into two m:.rtrices. formed by two 
disjoint groups of rows of E. The coalesceme in E of tile ro1s.r qf El is the 
matrix El0 u E2 ; its P61ya function is M, O I- M,. It follows from Propo- 
sition 6 that El0 u Ez is a Polya matrix if 15, u 15~ is one. From (2.1 S) we 
obtain 
(E, LJ E,)” : (E,o u E,)” =: (E,” u E,“)“: (3.1.1) 
and (2.1.6) gives the associative law 
((17~ u E,)” u E,)” = (E, u (E, u EJ”)” =-: (E, u E1 u &)“. (3.1.2) 
For the coefficient of collision we have, from (2.2.2). the relations 
a(E, u E.,) -L a(&:;) L a(&) - a(E,” u Ez”); (3.1.3) 
cY( E, u “I u E,.) = <U(E, u Et) + s?.( (E, u El)” u E,,) 
-;- ..’ + a((E* u .” u E,, *)‘) LJ E,-). (3.1.4) 
If there is a vertical decomposition of E, E =-- E’ ,$ E’“. then coalescence 
of 21 group of rows in 1;‘ can bc performed by coalescence of the rows of /-;’ 
and E”. c;epar:ttcly. 
Tn analogy to (A) we have for the I,‘: 
(B) I,' is the first k 2-‘- I, l\‘ith t?i,(/i) : 0 (or MTitll t’,,. 0); 
1,’ is the first k \t,itl7 k I i,rmI . I; >-- 1, and tu2(L) 0. 
In variation with Section 2. we delinc a slrifi fl: k P /, 1 1 o/‘rw~, 15, (in 
coalescence with E,). This is defined if c,,, = 1, c1 ,,,.; ~1 : 0, and moves this 
one to the position (k -1 I). Thus, shifts of E, produce some, but not all, 
shifts of the function 171. However. if /?i, that is, C, u E, . is in collision. then 
there exists :I shift of row E, which is a reducing shift of 111 in the sense of 
Section 2. For example. let /i,! be the iarges! /,’ not an /, . and I the largest 
/; preceding I’ ,,l, then / -> I ~. I is the desired shifi. Hence the results 01‘ 
5’ection 2 hold for row shifrs. 
L\ ill be called the coefficient of collision ft>r m~imal coale~cencc. 
Its main property is as follows: 
~ROPO§lTlON 7. Let ITI U E2 be u P~/J’u rnatr’ix am/ /et fly he a /tlli/tipfe 
SIII~I ofsow E, t$ovtler ,B >, 71. 77~17 dE, u E2 is mt a Pd~ti tiwtri.x-. 
Proof: If AE, has ones in positions 1, , then ,L3 =z C (I, - /.,). For somei 
we must have 1, > 1,“; let I be the smallest such /,*. Then the P6lya function 
&I-? of L!& satisfies M,*(l) -2 A?(l), and for the P6lya function of AE, L E;’ 
wc have 
:%-I(/) + M,o(,) < Ml”(/) i- M,“(l) == I $ I. 
Then also AE, u E2 is not a P6lya matrix. 
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Let E be :t matrix with rows E, . . . . . E,,, , and let I,‘ be obtained from the 
translation of row E, in the coalescence of,!?, and E, , i : 2...., m. Then we 
have (3.3. I). Sometimes more can be said: 
PIKMNJ ION 8. Let E he a BirkhJj’mutris n.itl7 c,,, I. If I 1’ i I,“. tl7r,7 
i,’ I,’ I,’ I:,’ l<,’ /, i I., (3.3.5) 
YroyJ We hvc I,* : 17. Let UZ’ be the P6lya function of the matrix 
E’ -~ E, U ..’ U E,,, We enlarge row I-I, to row E,, with the function 
iii,(k) m’“(k) if k 7: jl’, 
-~ 0 if ii /,‘. 
Then L‘, u Ei is not :I Birkhof’f matrix, and the numbers I,” of this coalescence 
satisfy I,’ 1: . i I ,.._. q, and I,:’ . 17. There are exactly q I zero points 
of illi , and q zero points of ~2”‘. The latter :\re occupied by the I,-. among the 
former there are all /i’ It follows that 1’ I,‘, II I,’ ~ ,.., 1,; I,,’ 1 This 
gives (3.3.5). 
Let E be an ill .I (II .. I) incideixc matrix with (II l) ones. Let 
‘% (So ,.... .Y,,,) be a set of distinct reai or complex knots. The determinant 
of the Birkholf interpolation problem ( I. 1) is given by 
determy;~‘~tJ h ,; y “J’(‘7 
k)! . .t: ‘:( I<)! ; C’,; i :. i4.l) 
7‘1 c 
1 t i i I row3 given above, corresponding t3 all pair> 
(i, /i) with e,,> :- I. We assume that I/r! .= 0 if r -._ 0. The rows are ordered 
lexicographically: row (i, I;) precedes row (i’, X’) if and only if i -; i’, or 
i i’ and Ii -; A’. 
hot’ some j. we assume that : I. is ;! free (real or complex) variable, 
while the .Y, _ i j, are fixed. Let S, , i :z: ,j. y be the coefficients of collision 
in the coalescence of rowsj,) , i. and of maximai coalescence. Known results 
13. 4, 71 can be summed LII) as follows: 
Here tJ’. Ek are the matrices of coalescence of rows j, i in E, and of maximal 
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coalescence of row j; X’ is the set of x’? , i i j, and - over the determinant 
means that the rows of it inherited from xj still remain in the old position. 
The positive integers C’. C* can be identified as numbers of certain (reducing) 
shifts of row j. 
This follows also easily from results of Sections 2 and 3. using the differen- 
tiation technique of [7]. 
In theorems which preserve the order .yI <: ... < s,,, of the knots. we can 
coalesce row i only with i L I or i -~ I. Considering the first case. we get 
D,f( x”) := ( I )‘j D,,(X’), IJ,,(,r) =: ( 1 y‘ nF4( y’). (4.3) 
where 0, (5* are the interchange numbers (defined only modulo 2). For 
example let /,‘...., I, be the positions of translated ones of row i under 
coalescence with row i $ I, 1, . . . ..I.. positions of ones of row i J- I. Then o 
(in coalescence of row i to row i -\ 1) is the number of interchanges needed 
to transform the sequence 
I,‘..... l(,I. I, .,... 7, (4.4) 
into its natural order. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO REGULARITY AND SIYGULARITY 
From Theorem 1 and (4.3) we derive, for coalescence of row i to row i $ I 
in E, 
LEMMA 2. Let E : +I be the sigtl of the determinant D,,(X’) qf’ the 
coalesced matrix E’ .for some set qf knots X’ -=: (xi .,j f i). Theu there exists 
a set of ktmt.y X with xi < x+1 as close as we wish to x, i, . ,for ~1hicll 
sign D,(x) =- ( -- 1)” E. (5.1) 
Thus. if E’ is strongly singular, E is also strongly singular [3]. 
A new criterion of singularity is as follows. Let the Polya matrix E contain 
a horizontal submatrix consisting of p adjacent rows. F F, u -” LJ F,, . 
F’or /I ;,’ 2, F0 is obtainable in different ways by means of /> - I consecutive 
coalescences of rows. Consider two such ways. with interchange numbers 
(I,‘, and the coefficients :yi , .l,‘. j I..... p - I. Because of (3. I .4) we 
:-~. a(F) -. \, 
~~IIXNEXI 2. The matrix E is strongly siqular if 
CT1 “’ -~ u,, ( z: ul’ I.’ ;~ CT;, , (mod 2). (5.2) 
fK~q/: By the associativity law (3.1.2). both sequences of coatescences 
will produce the same matrix E,,-, El, 1 _ which will satisfy the Pdlya 
condition. We can find a set of knots X,,. , with D,.-,,.t(Xj,~ ,) E 7: 0. 
Applying Lemma 2 several times. we obtain two sets of knots X. X’ for which 
One can vary this theorem. by allowing multiple coalescences, maximal 
coatescences. 
As an example, we consider in more detail the case ofthree rows F, F2, r’l, , 
with ones in positions I,‘,.... I,,‘: 1; . . . . . ICY : I;‘...., I.:. Ry (I,‘,..., I,,‘), we denote 
the translation of the row F, in coalescence (F, u F,)“, and similarly for other 
coatescences. 
We show that we may first perform all translations, then all interchanges. 
In the coalescence ((F, u F$’ u F3)‘) we have as the final set of ones 
((I,‘..... !,,’ ).J . I;’ . . . /,J{ . I;‘... . . I:“. (5.3) 
while coalescence (F, u ( Fz u F$‘)” leaA via k& ( F2 u FL,)” to the sequence 
(I,‘..... I,,‘),, I (1; . . . . . /,,,:, . /y ,.... 1;. (5.4) 
We have to compare (7 CT, -1 oz with U’ (r,’ T- ~7~‘. where o1 is the 
number of interchanges for (I,‘...., I,,‘),, ) I;’ . . . . . I,; which brings it to natural 
order, or equivalently. the number of interchanges for the sequence 
((I,‘..... I!,‘), 1 I, . . . . . I::,:, . ( .A ) 
and ~7~ is the number of interchanges for the sequence consisting of o&e& 
sequence (A). followed by I;‘...., /Y’. Thus. CI is congruent mod 2 to the 
number of interchanges of (5.3) which brin g it in increasing order. Similarly. 
(r’ is the number of interchanges for (5.4). The two sequences consist ot 
the same integers because of* the associativity law of coalescence. The 
difference 3 u ~ CT’ is congruent to the number of interchanges which 
transform (5.3) into (5.4). Omitting the IT at the end. we have 
THEOREM 3. The mar,-;.\- I? is siqy/ar if‘ it confains fhree rows ,jor whidt 
sequences (A) and 
(I,‘..... I,,‘),:, . (I; . . . . . I,‘,:, (B) 
helmg 10 difieretit pcrrmttafion chses 
EXAVPLI- I. If a matrix has three adjacent rows with ones in positions 
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5. 6; 5, 7 and 6, 7, or if it has three rows with ones in positions 4; 5 and 4, 
it is singular. In the first case, the sequences (A) and (B) are, respectively, 
((5, G), , 5, 7), = (6, 8, 5, 7)8 = 8, 10, 5, 9, 
(5,6),., . (5, 7), L= 9, 10, (5, 7j3 -: 9, 10, 5. 8. 
EXAMPLE 2. Assume that row F, consists of a single I in position k; 
the portion of FX with k i p + I consists of one in position p. while the 
portion Fz’ of Fz with k ;, p + 1 is arbitrary; Fzs consists of ones in positions 
0 L. k <p. Letk,, d: p. The sequences of Theorem 3 are 
i’7 p + Ii FL,: (A) 
p -!- 1. 1’: F.". (B) 
Thus, each matrix E. containing three adjacent rows F, . F?, 6, , is strongly 
singular. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let the matrix Econsist of three rows, with ones in positions 
i -- 1. 0 :- k . . . . p; i = 2. I< = kl , k, ; i : 3, 0 ::I k q, where k, p 
4 k’ . 11 -1 p 7. C/ 1 I. The sequences of Theorem 3 are here: 
“q. (I -i- I ,.. . . y -- p*. q t k, . y ~- p m(m I (A) 
(where between * 1’. * the term cl --i- k, is omitted), ti p ii, 
(a) C/ -L- I ._, . . 1~2 ~~ I. k, -~ I ,,... C/ -! /J - I. c/. /<? if k, y, 
(I>) (I- 2,. ., /J -1 q -: 1 , q. q / I if k, q, 
(B) 
SO that CT’ -.-p -,-II --I~, in case (a), u’ = &J in case (b). Hence 
3 -II - k, - k2 in case (a), d II - k, - k, 1 in case (b). 
Result: if II -- k, - k, is odd, and k, D cl, or if II ~ k, ~- k? is even and 
l;, = cl. then the matrix E is orrkr-singular. 
As another corollary of Theorem 2 we have: Let E have a row P, where 
k’ F, u ‘.. u F I, is as in Theorem 2. Then E is singular. 
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